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No-arbitrage Asset Pricing and Asset Demand

▶ With no-arbitrage, there exists M such that

E (MR) = 1 for any R

▶ Empirical asset pricing: find M, often from the return space

▶ The portfolio choice implication of no-arbitrage asset pricing?

▶ In traditional asset pricing, we rarely use asset quantity information mainly due to
the limited access to granular holding data

▶ Basic economics: prices are determined by demand and supply
▶ In asset pricing, where is asset demand and asset supply?

▶ Each asset pricing model implies an asset demand function

▶ Can we construct asset pricing models that can jointly fit asset prices and quantities?
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Asset Demand: The Case of CAPM

▶ N investors, all mean-variance preferences but risk aversions γi can be different

wi ,t =
1

γi
Σ−1µ

▶ Same “objective” belief on µ and Σ

▶ Implication: all investors hold the same market portfolio

▶ Portfolio construction perspective

▶ DeMiguel, Garlappi, and Uppal (2009, RFS): an 1/N strategy performs better

▶ Estimating µ and Σ is imprecise, the optimal weights are sensitive to the estimates

▶ Some early contributions to improve portfolio performance: MacKinlay and Pastor
(2000, RFS), Brandt, Santa-Clara, and Valkanov (2009, RFS), Brandt (2009) survey
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A Related Literature: Institutional Investors

▶ The portfolio choice of mutual funds and asset pricing implications

▶ De Mirci et al (2022, RFS), Sialm and Zhu (2022, JF), both in international finance

▶ Many more on domestic equity and bond markets

▶ Capital flows into and out of mutual funds

▶ Flow-induced trading: Lou (2012, RFS)

▶ Flow-performance relation: Berk and Green (2004, JPE)

▶ What do mutual fund investors care about: Berk and van Binsbergen (2016, JFE),
Barber et al (2016, RFS), Evans and Sun (2021, RFS), Ben-David et al (2022, RFS)

▶ Not particularly focus on the equilibrium asset price determination
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Challenge to Studying Prices and Quantities Jointly

▶ Heterogeneity: Why do different investors choose different portfolios?

▶ A joint model of quantity and price is only interesting where investors’ choices are
heterogeneous and the “n-fund” theorem is broken

▶ Reasons for heterogeneity: heterogeneous belief, heterogeneous information,
heterogeneous preference

▶ Return moments and characterstics

▶ Assets have different characteristics, but investors ultimately care about returns

▶ How to relate return moments to characteristics?

▶ Asset demand not only depends on the particular asset’s return moment, but also
on other assets’ return moments, leading to a super high-dimensional problem

▶ Require a low-dimensional yet micro-founded asset demand function
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Why Do We Want A Joint Model of Prices and Quantities

▶ Unpack the “black box” of asset price models and make them “tangible”

▶ Which investor plays a more important role in a certain market?

▶ What will happen to the price of an asset if a certain investor leaves/enters? For
example, the effect of quantitative easing?

▶ A different approach to link asset price and macro fundamentals

▶ ...
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The Workshop for the Demand System Approach in May

▶ Hold every year, introduction to the frontier and hands-on tutorials

▶ This is a fruitul research area, please register here
https://www.koijen.net/index.html

▶ Here: an introduction to the main methodology, not much into the applications
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Outline

1. The demand system approach to asset pricing (Koijen and Yogo, 2019 JPE)

2. Exchange rates and asset prices in global demand system (Koijen and Yogo, 2024)



1. The demand system approach to asset pricing

Koijen and Yogo (2019 JPE)



Overview

1. From optimal portfolio to characteristics-based demand

2. Demand elasticities and market clearing

3. Estimation, identification, and implementation

4. Asset pricing applications



1.1. From optimal portfolio to characteristics-based demand



Notations

▶ N assets n = 1, 2, ...,N

▶ St(n) the number of shares outstanding of asset n at date t

▶ Pt(n) and Dt(n) the price and dividend of asset n at date t

▶ Market equity MEt(n) = Pt(n)St(n)

▶ Gross return Rt(n) =
Pt(n)+Dt(n)

Pt−1(n)

▶ Lower-case variables denote corresponding variables in logs

▶ Vectors in bold st = log(St),pt = log(Pt), rt = log(Rt)

▶ Characteristics xk,t(n) the k-th characteristic of asset N (K in total), xt is a
N × K matrix of characteristics
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Where Are We Going

▶ Start from an optimal portfolio choice problem (micro-founded)

▶ Derive a demand function that

▶ relates asset demand to asset characteristics

▶ captures the feature that asset demand depands on all assets’ returns

▶ is low-dimensional and tractable

▶ The next step: estimation and application
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Optimal Portfolio Choice Problem
▶ I investors, indexed by i = 1, 2, ..., I , each with wealth Ai ,t

▶ Investors have investment universe Ni ,t ⊆ {1, 2, ., , , .N}
▶ Investment universe: assets investor i allowed to hold

▶ Why should we have “investment universe” in the model?

▶ Investors have log preference (essentially mean-variance)

max
wi,t

Ei ,t log(Ai ,T )

s.t. : Ai ,t+1 = Ai ,t

(
Rt+1(0) +w′

i ,t(Rt+1 − Rt+1(0)1)
)

wi ,t ≥ 0, 1′wi ,t < 1

▶ Investors are not allowed to short assets in their universe

▶ Investors may choose not to hold some securities whose short-sell constraint binds

▶ Why are short-sale constraints imposed?
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Optimal Portfolio

Denote w
(1)
i ,t shares of assets with non-binding short-sell constraints

w
(1)
i ,t =

(
Σ
(1,1)
i ,t

)−1 (
µ
(1)
i ,t − λi ,t1

)
where

µi ,t = Ei ,t [rt+1 − rt+1(0)1] +
σ2i ,t
2

Σi ,t = Ei ,t

[
(rt+1 − rt+1(0)1− Ei ,t [rt+1 − rt+1(0)1])(rt+1 − rt+1(0)1)

′]
λi ,t is the Lagrangerian multiplier to the constraint 1′wi ,t < 1.

▶ wi ,t(0) is the outside asset weight, wi ,t(0) = 1− 1′wi ,t > 0

▶ The expectation is indexed by i - heterogeneous belief
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Characteristics and Investors’ Information Set
▶ Denote xt(n) the vector of characteristics

▶ E.g.: book equity, profitability, investment, market beta
▶ Motivated by Fama and French (2015) factor model

▶ Investors’ information set

x̂i ,t(n) =

 met(n)
xt(n)

log(εi ,t(n))


▶ Include market equity (essentially price)
▶ Characteristics xt are related to optimal portfolio (explicit later)
▶ log(εi,t(n)): investors observe, researcher does not

▶ A technical assumption that leads to logistic specification

yi ,t(n) =

 x̂i ,t(n)

vec(x̂i ,t(n)x̂i ,t(n)
′
)

...
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Assumptions
1. Factor structure of returns ri ,t − ri ,t(0) = Γi ft + εi ,t

Σi ,t = Γi ,tΓ
′
i ,t + γi ,tI

µi ,t = Γi × Ei (ft)

▶ Γi,t is a vector of factor loading
▶ γi,t is a scalar of idiosyncratic variance

2. Connecting characteristics (yi ,t) to factor loadings

µi ,t(n) = yi ,t(n)
′
Φi ,t + ϕi ,t

Γi ,t(n) = yi ,t(n)
′
Ψi ,t + ψi ,t

▶ The second assumption requires the asset’s own characteristics are sufficient for
their factor loadings

▶ yi ,t(n) is indexed i because the latent demand is included

▶ Vectors Φi ,t ,Ψi ,t and scalars ϕi ,t , ψi ,t common to all assets
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Optimal Portfolio and Characteristics-based Asset Demand

Under the two assumptions, the optimal portfolio can be written as

wi ,t(n) = yi ,t(n)
′
Πi ,t + πi ,t

▶ Πi ,t , πi ,t common to all assets

▶ Investors ultimately care about expected return and covariance. Under these
assumptions, characteristics are suffucient.

Πi ,t =
1

γi ,t
(Φi ,t −Ψi ,tκi ,t) , πi ,t =

1

γi ,t
(ϕi ,t − λi ,t − ψi ,tκi ,t)

▶ Investors prefer assets with characteristics that lead to higher expected returns,
lower loading on systematic factors, and lower idiosyncratic variance

▶ λi ,t and κi ,t depend on characteristics of all assets
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Demand Specification

▶ Portfolio share of asset n

wi ,t(n) =
δi ,t(n)

1 +
∑

m∈Ni,t
δi ,t(m)

▶ Portfolio share of the outside asset 0

wi ,t(0) =
1

1 +
∑

m∈Ni,t
δi ,t(m)

▶ Characteristic-based demand

wi,t(n)

wi,t(0)
≡ δi,t(n) = exp

{
β0,i,tmet(n) +

K−1∑
k=1

βk,i,txk,t(n) + βK ,i,t

}
εi,t(n)

Normalize εi,t(n) to have unity average to identify βK ,i,t

▶ Derivation skipped here, see Appendix A, Proof of Corollary 1
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Summary

▶ Micro-founded asset demand

▶ Capture the feature that asset demand depends on characteristics of all assets

▶ Based on the assumption of the factor structure of asset returns and the postulated
relation between characteristics and factor loadings

▶ Sparse in terms of the demand specification

▶ Estimable using data on price, quantity and characteristics
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1.2. Demand elasticities and market clearing



What’s Next

▶ Up to now: a characteristic-based asset demand function

▶ Next: what does this model say about the demand elasticity

▶ for each investor i

▶ for the aggregate market
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Demand Elasticities

▶ An important object of interest is demand elasticity, i.e., how much will demand
change if asset price changes by 1 percent

▶ The vector of shares qi ,t

qi ,t = log(Ai ,twi ,t)− pt

▶ Demand elasticity

−
∂qi ,t
∂p

′
t

= I− β0,i ,tdiag(wi ,t)
−1Gi ,t

where Gi ,t = diag(wi ,t)−wi ,tw
′
i ,t .

▶ Required assumption: β0,i ,t < 1
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Derivation (1)

▶ Express demand elasticity as function of δ elasticity

−
∂qi ,t
∂p

′
t

= I −
∂ logwi ,t

∂p
′
t

▶ Define δ̄i ,t =
∑N

n=1 δi ,t(n). For a typical asset l ,m:

∂ logwi ,t(l)

∂pt(l)
=

δi ,t(l)

wi ,t(l)(1 + δ̄i ,t)

[
∂δi ,t/∂pi ,t(l)

δi ,t(l)
−
∂δ̄i ,t/∂pt(l)

1 + δ̄i ,t

]

=
∂δi ,t(l)/∂pi ,t(l)

δi ,t(l)
−
∂δ̄i ,t/∂pt(l)

1 + δ̄i ,t

∂ logwi ,t(m)

∂pt(l)
= −

∂δ̄i ,t/∂pt(l)

1 + δ̄i ,t
for m ̸= l
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Derivation (2)
▶ Partial derivative of δ’s with respect to price

∂δi ,t(l)/∂pi ,t(l)

δi ,t(l)
= β0,i ,t

∂δ̄i ,t/∂pt(l)

1 + δ̄i ,t
=

β0,i ,t

1 + δ̄i ,t
δi ,t(l) = β0,i ,twi ,t(l)

▶ Plug into the expression of
∂qi,t

∂p
′
t−

∂qi,t (1)

∂pt (1)
... − ∂qi,t (1)

∂pt (N)

... ... ...

− ∂qi,t (N)

∂pt (1)
... − ∂qi,t (N)

∂pt (N)

 = I − β0,i,t I + β0,i,t

wi,t(1) ... wi,t(N)
... ... ...

wi,t(1) ... wi,t(N)


This expression is equivalent to the one previously shown:wi,t(1) ... wi,t(N)

... ... ...
wi,t(1) ... wi,t(N)

 = diag(wi,t)
−1wi,tw

′

i,t
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Remark on Cross-Elasticity

▶ The demamd system imposes cross-asset dependence via market clearing

▶ If asset l ’s price increases by 1 percent, its relative demand decreases by 1− β0,i,t
▶ Since portfolio weights have to add up to one, all other assets’ weight increases - as

a result, the weight for asset l decreases by less than 1− β0,i,t
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Aggregate Demand Elasticity

Define qt = log
(∑I

i=1 Ai ,twi ,t

)
− pt , aggregate demand elasticity

−qt
p

′
t

= I −
I∑

i=1

β0,i ,tAi ,tH
−1
t Gi ,t

where Ht =
∑I

i=1 Ai ,tdiag(wi ,t).
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Derivation

▶ For typical asset l and m

∂qt(l)

∂pt(l)
= −1 +

∑I
i=1 Ai,t∂wi,t(l)/∂pt(l)∑I

i=1 Ai,twi,t(l)
= −1 +

∑I
i=1 Ai,twi,t(l)β0,i,t [1− wi,t(l)]∑I

i=1 Ai,twi,t(l)

∂qt(m)

∂pt(l)
= −1 +

∑I
i=1 Ai,t∂wi,t(m)/∂pt(l)∑I

i=1 Ai,twi,t(m)
= −1−

∑I
i=1 Ai,twi,t(m)β0,i,twi,t(l)∑I

i=1 Ai,twi,t(m)

In matrix form, it is equivalent to the expression before.
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Market Clearing and Asset Price Determination

▶ Market clearing condition for asset n

MEt(n) =
I∑

i=1

Ai ,twi ,t(n)

Rewrite in logarithm

p = f (p) = log

(
I∑

i=1

Atwi (p)

)
− s

▶ Again, notice that wi (l) not only depends on p(l), but also all other asset prices

▶ However, δi (n) ≡ wi (n)
wi (0)

only depends on p(n)

▶ This is a system of N decoupled nonlinear equations

▶ The solution of the system p: the equilibrium asset price vector
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Computing p

▶ Newton’s method. Start with pm, iterate through

pm+1 = pm +

(
I − ∂f (pm)

∂p′
m

)−1

(f (pm)− pm)

▶ Challenge: the derivative is high-dimensional

▶ Solution: approximate the derivative using diagonals only

∂f (pm)

∂p′
m

≈ diag

(
min

{∑I
i=1 β0,iAiwi (pm; n)(1− wi (pm; n))∑I

i=1 Aiwi (pm; n)

}
, 0

)
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Different Asset Pricing Approaches
▶ No-arbitrage (traditional asset pricing)

▶ Asset returns only

▶ Dynamic equilibrium (macro-finance)

▶ Micro-founded no-arbitrage

▶ Complete market: separate price and quantity
▶ Incomplete market

▶ Price and quantity constitute a fixed-point problem: asset demand depends on
perceived asset return distribution, return distribution depends on the portfolio choice

▶ Dynamic consistency: perceived distribution consistent with the ex post realized
return distribution

▶ Demand system approach

▶ Model demand function incorporating rich heterogeneity

▶ Drop the dynamic consistency requirement in the dynamic equilibrium approach

▶ Retain the basic portfolio choice structure and framework
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1.3. Estimation, identification, and implementation



What’s Next

▶ Up to now: characteristics-based asset demand and the implied demand elasticity
for investor i and the aggregate market

▶ Next: how to estimate demand function?
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Challenges for Estimating Demand for US Stocks

▶ A key feature of US stock holding data: sparsity of holding

▶ Challenge: how to deal with zeros

▶ Define investment universe: the set of securities investors are allowed to choose from

▶ Nonlinear GMM

▶ Challenge: the endogeneity issue

▶ The asset price (me(n)) is, by construction, endogenous and correlated with εi,t(n)

▶ Require an instrument
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Data

▶ Prices and characteristics data are standard

▶ Log book equity, profitability, investment, dividend to book equity, market beta, etc

▶ Not include return variables - assume all characteristics except for me are exogenous

▶ Holding data: Thomson Reuters Institutional Holdings Database, compied from
quarterly filings of SEC Form 13F

▶ All institutional investment managers that exercise investment discretion on
accounts holding Section 13(f) securities exceeding $100 million in total market
value must file the form

▶ Only long positions, no info on cash and bond positions (not 13(f) securities)
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Data

▶ Institutions: Banks, insurance companies, investment advisors, mutual funds,
pension funds, and other 13F institutions

▶ Value: price × shares held

▶ Portfolio share: value/total AUM

▶ The gap: outside asset
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Data

▶ Investment universe for an institution: stocks that are currently held or ever held
in the previous 11 quarters

▶ Why 11 quarters? See next slide

▶ Shares outstanding equals shares held by all investors

▶ Data not covering all investors

▶ Define households as the residual (including household holdings and small
institutions that do not have to file Form 13F)
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Investment Universe: Persistence of Holding
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Latent Demand and the Endogeneity Issue

▶ Latent demand εi ,t(n) is observed by investor i , but not by the econometrician

▶ Directly estimating the regression has endogeneity issue, met(n) is correlated with
unobservable demand shocks εi ,t(n)

▶ A standard issue in demand estimation (classic example of simultaneity bias in
econometrics), need an instrument
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Identifying Assumptions

Directly estimating the demand equation requires

E [εi (n)|me(n), x(n)] = 1

▶ Following the literature, treat characteristics other than prices as exogenous

▶ Some argue that investors are price takers and individual demand shocks εi (n) do
not have price impact - not right if demand shocks are correlated

▶ Seek for an instrument for me(n), to be specified later so that

E [εi (n)|m̂e(n), x(n)] = 1

▶ Assume wealth distribution predetermined and exogenous to demand shocks
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Asset Demand with Investment Mandate

δi (n) = exp

{
β0,ime(n) +

K−1∑
k=1

βk,ixk(n) + βK ,i

}
εi (n) if n ∈ Ni

Otherwise, δi (n) = 0.

▶ An investor does not hold an asset for two reasons: not allowed (not in the
investment universe), or chooses not to (in the investment universe)
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Instrument Construction

m̂e i (n) = log

∑
j ̸=i

Aj
Ij(n)

1 +
∑N

m=1 Ij(m)


▶ The idea of constructing the instrument: If an asset n is in the investment

universe of many other institutions (i ’ own universe may be endogenous), its
demand is likely to be high and price likely to be high

▶ Why scaled by how many assets in the universe? The larger the numer of assets
in the universe, the smaller allocated to n (assuming 1/N strategy)

▶ Exploit variation in the investment universe across investors and the size of
potential investors across assets

▶ Identification assumption is satisfied

E [εi (n)|m̂e(n), x(n)] = 1
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Log-linear Regression and Nonlinear GMM

▶ Log-linear regression

log δi (n) = β0,ime(n) +
K−1∑
k=1

βk,ixk(n) + βK ,i + ε̃i (n)

▶ Identifying assumption
E [ε̃i (n)|m̂e(n), x(n)] = 0

▶ Have to drop all zeros, even if it is in the investment universe

▶ Not appropriate if we think zeros in the investment universe are driven by short-sale
constraint, i.e., ε̃i (n) = 0

▶ Depending on how we think about zeros - include zeros in the regression?
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IV Validity

▶ First-stage weak IV test

▶ IV exogeneity? Depending on the exogeneity of the wealth distribution of other
investors Aj , and the exogeneity of investment universe of other investors

▶ Investment universe is very persistent and does not vary much with time

▶ Lend support to a predetermined investment universe
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Sparsity of Portfolio Holding
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Pooling Estimation

▶ Each institution’s holding is too small to accurately estimate the demand equation
for individual investors

▶ Estimate by institution when there are more than 1000 strictly positive holdings

▶ Pool similar institutions that have smaller than 1000 positive holdings

▶ Estimate cross-section by cross-section
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A Remark on Estimation
Here we ignore the problems of zeros and think about the log-linear specification.
▶ Cross-sectional (different securities) regression for each i

▶ Same result with δi,t(n) or lnwi,t(n) on the LHS, as lnwi,t(0) is absorbed by the
intercept. However, when calculating the elasticity, we need to take into account the
effect of price change on wi,t(0)

▶ Cross-sectional regression with pooled i
▶ Assume they have the same demand function
▶ The only difference across different investors: εi,t(n)
▶ Different investors have different wi,t(0) - using δi,t(n) or wi,t(n) on the LHS lead to

the same result only when i-FEs are included
▶ In a cross-sectional regression with pooled i , since we assume all investors have the

same belief so that they should have the same λi,t and κi,t that depends on a
characteristics of all assets, so not necessary to include i-FE

▶ Adding an i- FE: assuming an ad-hoc higher demand (expected return) for some
investors than others

▶ Panel regression (later)
▶ The intercepts and regression coefficients are time-varying - left for the next paper
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Coefficients on Characteristics
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Demand Elasticity

▶ A lower coefficient on me implies a higher demand elasticity

▶ β0,i < 1, LHS is portfolio share, calculated using price × quantity

▶ The effect of p on q should substract 1, and lower the coefficient, the more demand
drops with higher price

▶ Mutual funds have less elastic demand than other types of institutions or
households

▶ Banks, insurance companies, and pension funds have become less elastic over
time, while households become more elastic
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Demand of Other Characteristics

▶ Banks and insurance companies tilt portfolios toward largers stocks, while
investment advisors tilt portfolios toward smaller stocks

▶ Investment advisors prefer stocks with lower me, higher profitability, lower
investment, and lower market beta than households

▶ These are characteristics related to positive returns

▶ “Smart money” investors

▶ The demand for market beta falls in recessions
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Cross-sectional Dispersion of Latent Demand
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1.4. Asset pricing applications



Application 1: Price Impact of Demand Shocks

The impact of investor i ’s latent demand on the equilibrium asset price

∂pt
∂ log(εi ,t)′

=

I −
I∑

j=1

Aj ,tβ0,j ,tH
−1
t Gj ,t

−1

Ai ,tH
−1
t Gi ,t

▶ Derivation skipped

▶ The idea: investor i increases the demand for asset n and increases asset n’s price

▶ All other investors reduce their demand for asset n

▶ Find the new equilibrium price when the increased demand for i equals the
decreased demand for other investors
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Results
▶ With downward-sloped demand, demand shocks have persistent effect on prices
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Application 2: Variance Decomposition of Stock Returns

rt+1 = pt+1 − pt + vt+1

where vt+1 = log(1 + exp(dt+1 − pt+1)). Define

pt+1 − pt = ∆pt+1(s) + ∆pt+1(x) + ∆pt+1(A) + ∆pt+1(β) + ∆pt+1(ε)

And the ∆’s are defined recursively as

∆pt+1(s) = g(st+1, xt ,At , βt , εt)− g(st , xt ,At , βt , εt)

∆pt+1(x) = g(st+1, xt+1,At , βt , εt)− g(st+1, st ,At , βt , εt)

...

var(rt+1) = cov(∆pt+1(s), rt+1) + cov(∆pt+1(x), rt+1) + cov(vt+1, rt+1)

+cov(∆pt+1(A), rt+1) + cov(∆pt+1(β), rt+1) + cov(∆pt+1(ε), rt+1)
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Variance Decomposition
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Application 3: Stock Market Volatility in 2008

▶ Do large institutional investors amplify volatility in bad times?

▶ A modified variance decomposition

var(rt+1) = cov(∆pt+1(s) + ∆pt+1(x) + vt+1, rt+1)

+
I∑

i=1

cov(∆pt+1(Ai ) + ∆pt+1(βi ) + ∆pt+1(εi ), rt+1)
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Variance Decomposition: 2007-2008
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Application 4: Return Predictability

pT = g(sT , xT ,AT , βT , εT )

▶ Up to the first-order, we can rewrite long-run capital gain as

Et [pT − pt ] = g(EtsT ,EtxT ,EtAT ,EtβT ,EtεT )− pt

▶ If any characteristic is predictable, return is predictable

▶ Assume random walk for characteristics and EtεT = 1, so that the long-run
expected return

Et [pT − pt ] = g(st , xt ,At , βt , 1)− pt

▶ Control for other known sources of predictability, test the long-run return
predictability from the mean reversion of latent demand (in the cross-section)
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Return Predictability
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2. Exchange rates and asset prices in global demand system

Koijen and Yogo (2024)



What Does This Paper Do?

▶ The determination of international asset prices, including long-term bond yields,
stock price, and exchange rates

▶ A global asset demand system: 37 countries

▶ Investor at the country level

▶ Assets (long-term bond, short-term bond, and equity) at country level (88 countries)
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Overview

1. A simple model for demand function

2. Characteristics-based demand system

3. Data, instrument and estimation result

4. Applications



2.1. A simple model for demand function



A 2-Period, 2-Country Model

▶ Asset markets

▶ Investors

▶ Consumption and portfolio choice

▶ Short-term rate model

▶ Asset demand

▶ Market clearing
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Asset Markets

▶ Two countries: US and Japan

▶ Price index BU,t ,BJ,t , define Vt = BU,t/BJ,t and real exchange rate Et/Vt

▶ Each country has a riskless bond in respective local currency Pt(U),Pt(J); face
value Qt(U),Qt(J), lower-case letters to indicate logs
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Investors: US

max
CU,t ,wU,t(J)

C 1−γ
U,t

1− γ
+ β

EU,t [C
1−γ
U,t+1]

1− γ

▶ Wealth AU,t = AU,t− + YU,t − BU,tCU,t

▶ Real return on assets

RU,t+1 =

(
Rt+1(U) + wU,t(J)

(
Rt+1(J)Et+1

Et
− Rt+1(U)

))
BU,t

BU,t+1

▶ Terminal consumption CU,t+1 = AU,tRU,t+1

▶ Euler equations

EU,t

[
β

(
CU,t+1

CU,t

)−γ Rt+1(U)BU,t

BU,t+1

]
= 1

EU,t

[
β

(
CU,t+1

CU,t

)−γ Rt+1(J)Et+1BU,t

EtBU,t+1

]
= 1
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Investors: Japan
Analogous to US investors. Notice that AJ,t is denominated in USD

max
CJ,t ,wJ,t(U)

C 1−γ
J,t

1− γ
+ β

EJ,t [C
1−γ
J,t+1]

1− γ

▶ Wealth AJ,t = AJ,t− + Et(YJ,t − BJ,tCJ,t)

▶ Real return on assets

RJ,t+1 =

(
Rt+1(J) + wJ,t(U)

(
Rt+1(U)Et

Et+1
− Rt+1(J)

))
BJ,t

BJ,t+1

▶ Terminal consumption CJ,t+1 =
AJ,t

Et
RJ,t+1

▶ Euler equations

EJ,t

[
β

(
CJ,t+1

CJ,t

)−γ Rt+1(J)BJ,t

BJ,t+1

]
= 1

EJ,t

[
β

(
CJ,t+1

CJ,t

)−γ Rt+1(U)EtBJ,t

Et+1BJ,t+1

]
= 1
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Consumption and Optimal Portfolio

▶ Denote
µU,t(J) = EU,t [rt+1(J) + ∆et+1 − rt+1(U)]

σ2U,t(J) = varU,t [rt+1(J) + ∆et+1 −∆bU,t+1]

µJ,t(U) = EJ,t [rt+1(U)−∆et+1 − rt+1(J)]

σ2J,t(U) = varJ,t [rt+1(U)−∆et+1 −∆bJ,t+1]

Note: Allow for different expectations for different investors

▶ Optimal portfolio n ̸= i

wi ,t(n) =
µi ,t(n) + σ2i ,t(n)/2

γσ2i ,t(n)
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Short-term Rate Model

Let zt(n) be a vector of macro variables of country n

pt(n) = Π
′
zt(n) + ζt(n)
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Asset Demand

▶ Model expected return

µU,t(J) = pt(U)− pt(J)−Θ(et − vt)

µJ,t(U) = pt(J)− pt(U) + Θ(et − vt)

σ2i ,t(n) = exp(−Ψ
′
xi ,t(n)− ψi ,t(n))

▶ International bond returns have a factor structure and loadings depend on aset
characteristics

▶ Portfolio weight

wi ,t(n) =
µi ,t(n) exp(Ψ

′
xi ,t(n) + ψi ,t(n)) + 1/2

γ
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Market Clearing

▶ Goods market clearing

YU,t + EtYJ,t = BU,tCU,t + EtBJ,tCJ,t

▶ Should we have two market clearing conditions? - one good, two price levels

▶ Balance of payment
AU,t − AU,t− + AJ,t − AJ,t− = 0

▶ Asset market clearing

Pt(n)Qt(n) = AU,twU,t(n) + AJ,twJ,t(n)

There are four market clearing conditions that determine three asset prices,
Pt(U),Pt(J),Et .
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2.2. Characteristics-based demand system



Notation

▶ N issuer countries, n = 1, 2, ..,N

▶ Three asseet classes: short-term debt (l = 1), long-term debt (l = 2), equity
l = 3

▶ Pt(n, l) the market-to-book ratio for asset class l in country n at time t (price)

▶ Qt(n, l) the total book value in country n’s currency unit of asset class l in
country n at time t (quantity)

▶ Et(n) the nominal exchange rate in USD per currency n
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A Demand System Based Asset Pricing Model

▶ Expected return modeling

▶ Characteristic-based demand

▶ Within asset class

▶ Across asset class

▶ Market clearing
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Expected Return Modelling

▶ Similar to KY (2019), characteristics affect expected return

▶ Model expected returns

rt+1(n, l)− yt(US) = θlmbt(n, l) + Θl(et(n)− zt(n)) + χn,l + νt+1(n, l)

▶ Use the mb and real exchange rate as return predictor to measure expected returns

▶ Expected excess return (in LC) expressed as

µi,t(n, l) = θlpt(n, l) + Θl(et(n)− zt(n))− θ1pt(i , 1)−Θ1(et(i)− zt(i))

▶ Assumption: investors care about returns denominated in their residence currency
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Characteristics-based Demand: Within Asset Class

wi ,t(n, l) = wi ,t(l)wi ,t(n|l)

where

wi ,t(n|l) =
δi ,t(n, l)

1 +
∑N

m=1 δi ,t(m, l)

and
log(δi ,t(n, l)) = λlµi ,t(n, l) + Λ

′
lxi ,t(n) + εi ,t(n, l)

wi ,t(0|l) =
1

1 +
∑N

m=1 δi ,t(m, l)

Note that characteristics not only depends on n but also on i , which allows for bilateral
characteristics
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Characteristics-based Demand: Across Asset Class

Specify the portfolio weight into asset class w l
i ,t as

wi ,t(l) =
(1 +

∑N
m=1 δi ,t(m, l))

ρl exp(αl + ξi ,t(l))∑3
k=1(1 +

∑N
m=1 δi ,t(m, k))

ρk exp(αk + ξi ,t(k))

Estimate the following regression

log

(
wi ,t(l)

wi ,t(3)

)
= −ρl log(wi ,t(0|l)) + ρ3 log(wi ,t(0|3)) + αl + ξi ,t(l)

▶ The inclusive value of asset class l , 1 +
∑N

m=1 δi ,t(m, l), is related to the weight in
the outside asset of asset class l
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Market Clearing

▶ I investor countries, wealth Ai ,t across N countries and three asset classes

▶ Portfolio weight
wi ,t(n, l) = wi ,t(n|l)wi ,t(l)

▶ Outside asset investment Oi ,t

Ai ,t =
Oi ,t

1−
∑3

l=1

∑N
n=1 wi ,t(n, l)

▶ Market clearing

Pt(n, l)Et(n)Qt(n, l) =
I∑

i=1

Oi ,twi ,t(n, l ;Pt ,Et)

1−
∑3

k=1

∑N
m=1 wi ,t(m, k ;Pt ,Et)

▶ Short rate estimated separately, related to zi ,t
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Assumptions

▶ Oi ,t is exogenous for all investors (in USD)

▶ Characteristics xi ,t(n) are exogenous

▶ Expected returns are determined through a statistical predictive regression
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2.3. Data, instrument and estimation result



Data: CPIS Holding

▶ Coordinated Portfolio Investment Survey: bilateral holding of assets across
countries, in short-term debt, long-term debt, and stocks, annual frequency

▶ FX reserve (foreign assets held by central banks): aggregated over all central
banks (treat as one single investor)

▶ Supply of debt: those held by foreign investors

▶ Supply of equity: total market cap

▶ Domestically held equity = total market cap - foreign holding

▶ Use BIS information on currency composition to separate local and foreign
currency debt, only include local currency asset

▶ Tax haven issue: restate amounts outstanding from residency to nationality using
the restatement matrix by Coppola et al (2021)
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Data: Asset Price Data

▶ Short-term rate: 3-month interbank rate

▶ Long-term rate: 10-year benchmark government bond yields

▶ Stock returns and market-to-book equity
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Data Limitations

▶ Disaggregate foreign reserve holding

▶ Only cover portfolio debt and equity, not others, especially fund shares and FDI

▶ Not adjust for currency hedging - depending on who the counterparty is
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Characteristics

▶ Macro variables: log nominal GDP, log real GDP per capital, inflation

▶ Financial variables: equity volatility, sovereign debt rating

▶ Bilateral variables: export share, import share, distance

▶ Include a dummy for FX reserve investor and include time-series dummies
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Identifying Assumptions

E [εi ,t(n, l), ξi ,t(l)|xt ,Qt ,Ot ] = 0

▶ This assumption does not hold by construction

▶ An instrument for expected return is required

▶ Implicit utilizing market clearing conditions
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Instrument Construction: Within Asset Class
▶ Reduced-form regression and get the fitted value δ̂i ,t(n, l)

log

(
wi ,t(n|l)
wi ,t(0|l)

)
= Γ

′
lDi (n) + vl + τl ,t + ηi ,t(n, l)

▶ Construct predicted value ŵi (n, l) as

ŵi (n, l) =
δ̂i (n, l)

1 +
∑N

m=0 δ̂i (m, l)
ŵ(l)

where ŵ(l) is the mean portfolio weight on asset class l

▶ Predict supply using GDP and population only and get the fitted value q̂t(n)

qt(n, l) = θ1,l + lnGDPt(n) + θ2,l ln Poput(n) + ξl .t + et(n, l)

▶ Instrument for µi ,t(n, l) is

IVi ,t(n, l) = log

∑
j ̸=i

Oj ,tŵj(n, l)

1−
∑

l

∑N
n=1 ŵj(n, l)

− (vt(n) + q̂t(n))
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Understanding the Instrument

▶ The instrument for expected return is essential the difference between predicted
demand (excluding i) and predicted supply

▶ If a country n is large (high supply) and investors are distant (low demand), the
expected return of the country’s asset is high (low predicted price)

▶ Essentially, the IV is pt(n, l) + et(n)− vt(n) constructed using the predicted
demand and supply

▶ Size and distance are both exogenous, but the predicted price should have high
correlation with the expected return
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Instrument Construction: Across Asset Class

▶ Construct instrument for ŵi (0|l) as

ŵi (0|l) =
1

1 +
∑N

m=0 δ̂i (m, l)

▶ Straightforward to run the across-asset-class regression
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Demand Elasticity

The demand elasticity

1−
∂ log

(∑I
i=1 Ai ,twi ,t(n, l)

)
∂pt(n, l)

= −
(
∂pt(n, l)

∂qt(n, l)

)−1

Needs to be solved numerically, see Appendix C of the paper for details
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Estimation: Expected Returns
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Estimation: Within Asset Class
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Estimation: Across Asset Class
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Demand Elasticities

▶ Demand elasticity with respect to expected return: 14.33 for short-term debt,
4.52 for long-term debt and 10.33 for equity

▶ Elasticity across asset classes: 0.25 for short-term debt, 0.53 for long-term debt
and 0.49 for equity

▶ Translate into aggregate price elasticity: 25.2 for short-term debt, 3.1 for
long-term debt and 1.2 for equity

▶ Check the paper for a comparison with the literature
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2.4. Applications



Exchange Rate and Asset Price Decomposition: Framework

As in KY (2019), we can write asset prices as a nonlinear function et
pt(2)
pt(3)

 = g(xt , zt ,Ot , pt(1),Qt , εt , ξt)

▶ Macro variables xt , zt ,Ot ,Qt(3)

▶ Short-term rates pt(1) and Qt(1)

▶ Long-term debt quantities Qt(2)

▶ FX reserves εt , ξt corresponding submatrix

▶ Latent demand εt , ξt corresponding submatrix
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Exchange Rate and Asset Price Decomposition: Framework

▶ Recursively define counterfactual exchange rates

▶ e1,t+1, change macro variables from t to t + 1 values

▶ e2,t+1, plus, change short-term rates from t to t + 1 values

▶ ...

var(et+1 − et) = cov(et+1 − et , e1,t+1 − et)

+cov(et+1 − et , e2,t+1 − e1,t+1) + cov(et+1 − et , e3,t+1 − e2,t+1)+

cov(et+1 − et , e4,t+1 − e3,t+1) + cov(et+1 − et , e5,t+1 − e4,t+1)
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Decomposition Results
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Exchange Rate Disconnect?

▶ Exchange rates are determined by macro, financial, and debt supply characteristics
of all countries, not just bilateral

▶ The highly nonlinear function implied by holdings
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Convenience Yield on US Assets
▶ Include an US issuer FE in the regressor

▶ Counterfactual: set it zero, what is the counterfactual bond yield? - measuring
the convenience yield
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What’s New in This Paper: Summary

▶ Expected return modeled through a statistical predictive relation and enter asset
demand function explicitly

▶ Two-tier asset demand: within- and across-asset-class

▶ A new approach to construct the instrument

▶ An example of using aggregate data in demand system estimation
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Related Literature

▶ Apply these approaches to a different asset market

▶ The inelastic market hypothesis and the granular instrumental variable

▶ Methodological improvement
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